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ABSTRACT

The design, construction and development

detail-s of

Èv/o

almost identicaL muon tel-escopes

are included in this thesis. The telescope
orientations are such that one telescope scans
the cel-estiaf equator two hours ahead of the other
as the earth rotates about its axis.
Experimental techniques are fuI1y described
and pre.liminary results which have been obtaíned

at the A11en Physics L,aboratory, University of
Manitoba, are pre sented.
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TNTRODUCT

ION

Charged particles, now known as cosmic rays, are

continually "raining" on the earth and its surrounding
atmosptrere from rel-ativel-y unknown and distant sources in
space. These particl-es are far from being mono-energetic,
having energíes ranging from the thermal energies of sunemitted particles to energies of the order of 1015 to 1021 ev.
iil
Research into cosmic radiation began essentially at the

start of this century. Investigators such as C. T. R. Wilson,
Geitel and Elster experimented on the residual conductivity
of air, taking carefu.l- precautions to prevent ionísatíon of
the sample by al-l then known radiations. The residual
conductivity wàs in fact, as they correctly concluded, due
to an extèrnal radiation. The first important step forward
was made by Victor F, Hess who, after a balloon flight at an
aftitude of l-6,000 ft., where he found eJ-ectroscopes to
discharge much more quickly than at ground leveJ-, concLuded
that "a radiatíon of very great penetrating power enters our
atmosphere from above"
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The field of cosmic rays soon attracted more workers cel-ebrated names such as W. Kohlhorster, R. A. Mi11ikan, and

Erich Regener. Until- the l-ate 1920's, it was widely held
that the radiation, probably of solar or galactic origin, was
composed, of high energy ganuna rays, an idea shortJ-y to be
drasticalJ-y changed. The year 1929 saw the first measurement
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of a cosmic ray coincidence rate by Bothe and Kohlhorster.
who used two Geiger-Muller counters, with and without
absorber between them. If the cosmic ftux consisted solel_y
of photons. a coincidence count woul-d have reguired tÏÞ very
ímprobabJ-e possibiJ-ity that a Compton electron be formed in
the matter of both counters by the traversing cosmic ray.
The particle nature of cosmic rays received further support
from two ìmportant discoveríes. FirstJ_y, the latitude effect
(variation of cosmic ray intensity with geomagnetic latitude)
observed by Clay (1927) and Compton (1933) and secondly, the
east-west asyÍunetry (greater cosmic ray fLux from the west
than from the east) found by T. H. Johnson (1_934, l_93e). Each
of these effects demonstrated that most, if not aJ_J_, of the
cosmic radiation was deflected by the earth,s magnetic f iel_d,
this radiation therefore being composed of charged particles.
Furthermore, the east-west asymmetry reveal-ed an excess of
positively charged particles at sea leve1.
At this stage progress was relatíve1y fast, being
triggered into action once more by Anderson's (1933) discovery
of the positron, previousl-y theoretically predicted by Dirac.
The idea of particle-photon cascades being part of the
radiation detected at sea leve1 was soon treated theoretical_J_y
by both Bhabha and Heitler (1937) and Carlson and Oppenheimer
(1937). This gave a satisfactory explanation of a maximum
intensíty in the radiation, found by pfotzer at an atmospheric
depth of 95 gn/"m2, and heralded the discovery of extensive
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air showers by Schmeiser and Bothe (1938), Auger et a1. (1938)
and Kohl-horster et al. (1938). It ís now known that such
phenomena are due to primary particles with energies
) J-015 ev.
and consist of dense cascades of electrons and photons which
tbreedu Via pair production and bremsstrahl_ung in the atmosphere. These showers spread over large areas with dimensíons
of the order of several- hundred metrês.
Ðuring this period Hess' observatíon of the great
penetrating power of the cosmic flux was clarified by the

all-important identification of the /r¿ -meson or muon in cosmíc
radiation by Neddermayer and Anderson (l_937) and by StreeÈ and
Stevenson (1937). The muon is a positively or negativeJ_y
charged non-stable particle of mass equal to 206.9 el_eêtron-

with a lifetime of (2.22!o.o2) x 1o-6 seconds.
However, its most important property which in fact detêrmines
the penetrating power of cosmic radiaÈion is its reluctance
to interact with nuclei. Just four years 1ater, Schein, Jesse
masses

and Wol-lan (1941) were abl-e to demonst,rate that the muon

intensity increased above the pfotzer maximum. Theoretíca1
treatments by Swann (1940) and carl-son and Schein (194I)
predicted the primary cosmíc ray particles were protons. It
was then thought that the muons were prodüced by interaction
of these protons with atmospheric nucl-ei, while the e1ectron
or "soft" componerÌt of the secondary rädiation was belíeved
to originate through decay of the mesons. HorTever, Lattes,
Muirhead, Occhialini and Powel_l_ (I947), using baJ_loons equipped
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with photographic pl-ates, sho\"red that the muon was in fact a
decay product of another secondary cosmic ray - the If -meson
or pion, a strongly interacting particl_e.
The Pr+marv Radiation

Since World War II much has been added to the knowledge
of the prímary cosmic ray flux by investígations prior to its

interaction with atmospheríc nuclei, and also by study of the
ínterplanetary intensity between and beyond the Van Atlen
radiation belts. Above a height of 50 km. the primary
íntensity is essentially constant, apart from variations with
geomagnetic latitude.
Such variatíons arise because shieJ_ding
by the earth I s magnetic f iel_d decreases with increasing
latitude, i.e., maximum counting rate ís found above the
magnetíc poles. Beyond the Van Allen radiation belts containíng Iow energy protons and electrons trapped by the earth's
magnetic fieId, the interplanetary intensity is also nearly
constant above 95,000 km., and is greater than the primary
intensity, as the shielding effect of the earth ' s field ís no
longer effective at such heights.
Freier et al. (194e, l-950). using balloons and photographíc plates, demonstrated that the primary fl_ux was
essêntial-ly a proton f1ux, but did contain the nuclei of
heavier particl-es. They found 9% of the flux to be al_pha
particles, whiJ-e approximately 1% consisted of heavier nuclei
with masses up to that of iron.
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